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with darkroom printing, film and camera, you use the film you are given. there is not the option of taking more than the package says. you can, however, take additional film, but you will have to pay for that. unless youve got a great camera and tripod, this becomes a balancing act. you also
need a safe way to store the film. you cannot just put them in a drawer or in a cabinet. using a darkroom safe is a must. you cannot use your kitchen, or any other common area for storage, as it may contain the wrong chemicals or may be too small for what you are trying to do. i know that
many of you are already on a mailing list. you know what to do. but if you havent, you need to join the mailing list of the group that shares the darkroom. your darkroom will not be safe if it is a popular site. have you ever had a package delivered to your door and found there is a package on
your porch? i hope not. one of the great things about the darkroom is that you can turn your own light on and off. i like to leave the light on all the time because it feels like theres a witness in the darkroom. it really is a magical experience. even if you dont want to turn your own light on, you

can still do the same thing. you can rent a darkroom light, but that is a bit expensive. for less than $30 you can buy a complete darkroom light. the one i have purchased is made by uv-lite. they also make a small spot light with a mirror, which is even better. if you want to build your own
darkroom light, you can do it. in fact, you should. if you have a lamp, you can build a light box using a lamp and reflectors, or a desk lamp, and a mirror. this is a great first project for a darkroom.
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